
BLUES MUSIC ESSAY

Free Essay: Different from other forms of music, blues was only recorded by memory and passed down through
generations through live performances.

Imagine; a crowded pub, or maybe theatre, full with dark men and women, listening, singing along and
answering the questions the performer on the stage is asking. Strong family ties have been significant to
maintaining healthy lifestyles and relationships across many cultures, including African American culture. As
a starting point for the social and political environments of blues certain events in United States history should
be mentioned: In the civil war ended. The theory that Keith Negus  The slave trade continued until Congress
legislated its end the 1st of January , but the racism continued. In fact, comedians performed the first blues
songs on the vaudeville stage. The songs have a variety of subjects like sex, work, and even drinking. He is
represented as a middle-aged black man wearing a sullied blue shirt, and an orange stocking cap. In his
business endeavors, Artist will encounter situations where copyrights, contracts, negligence, trademarks,
defamation, and freedom of expression will come into question. The city which was most clearly known for
the mixing of cultures after the Civil war was New Orleans. Many great musician's lives have been tragicly cut
short because of their drug use, and God only knows where some of them would be today had they not fallen
into the trap of believing a chemical substance can improve their musicianship Eric Clapton, The Beatles, Bob
Dylan, just a few names of still famous artist nowadays who are inspired by the early sounds of blues. All of
this led up to the s which marked the beginning of Rock and Roll, a blend of Blues, Rhythm and Blues,
Country, and Gospel music. When we talk about the social environments of blues it is really easy to fall into
stereotyping. It was rock and roll that added a vibrant splash of color to midth century American society and
continued to impact the world for years to come Just like jazz and rhythm and blues, rock and roll came from
the southern United States. At the same time people were recovering from the Great Depression that since had
lead people through an economic downturn and thereby influenced the music industry with a massive decrease
of record sales. Its beat and singing showed in the blues. Within 28 months, Cream had become a commercial
success with U. Many studies that have been done on the influence of rap and hip hop on crime all have
similar results He moved to Memphis got married in a very young age. The music itself was a huge success
but a big part of the white Americans were still not ready for black music being more than a taboo. After that,
Waters moved to Chicago where he met Big Billy Bronzy who helped him reek into the competitive market by
letting him open for his shows. Ragtime was an influence that came later and is a faster blues played with the
piano and someone singing which was usually played in bars called barrel houses. Blues music evolved from
the songs sung by West African griots, the southern Black American songs of sadness and despair, and more
hopeful Christian spirituals The stories sung about in their music went back before the Civil War and even to
the western coast of Africa where men, women and children were captured and sold into slavery and brought
to America as slave laborers to work in Southern plantations Blues music is the product of African and
European influences during slavery times.


